
BPR CMA Systems Focus Group Discussion 10/13/21

Discussion Notes

Discussion Participants

The Department of Health Care Policy and Financing – Amanda Lofgren (AL)

The Department of Health Care Policy and Financing – Joanne Svenningsen (JS)

The Department of Health Care Policy and Financing – Hela Sahli (HS)

The Department of Health Care Policy and Financing – Terry Burnham (TB)

Gainwell Technologies - Robert Van Fossen (RVF)

Gainwell Technologies – Bob Ordonio (BO)

Community Options, Inc. - Holly Tea (HT)

Developmental Pathways - Milla Smirnova (MS)

Developmental Pathways - Dave Roseman (DR)

Foothills Gateway - Ed Bowers (EB)

Montrose County - Julie Miller (JM)

Rocky Mountain Human Services - Steve Selby (SS)

The Resource Exchange – Laura Thomas (LT)

The Resource Exchange - Nancy Vigil (NV)

The Resource Exchange - Colleen Head Batchelor (CHB)

Discussion Questions, Answers and Comments

Q. Question

A. Answer

C. Comment

Q.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) - How is your agency leveraging the current interface data?

A.     Foothills Gateway (EB) – We go to the Business Objects website and download 15

files/reports in Excel format every single business day and then process the information. Is

this the same interface you are referencing?

A.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – The interface you’re describing is built on the reporting

capabilities of the existing platform using Business Objects. We are going to be using Tableau

for the new CCM system and will be able to generate reports that would be perhaps

customized to the specific table extracts that you may require. So, if you were to want to

emulate what you are doing with Business Objects, we’ll be able to do that, with the data in

that same schema, but extracting from it using the reporting in the interfaces. The CMA file

interface is for those that are looking for the full extract.
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C.     The Department (HS) - Confirmed Foothills Gateway was going to the Business Objects

instead of pulling a file extract.

Q.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – Is anyone not using the Business Objects interface and is

relying on the file extract instead?

A.     Developmental Pathways (MS) - Utilizes a nightly extract, downloads everything daily

and uses approximately 40% of this data.

Q.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) - which 40% do you download?

A.     Developmental Pathways (MS) – We will provide this information.

Q.     The Department (AL) – Does The Resource Exchange download the data file?

A.     The Resource Exchange (LT) – We primarily use Business Objects.

C.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – It may be worthwhile to start working with each of you to

identify the extracts you have defined today. With the spreadsheets we’ve shared you can

certainly understand the schemas of what is going to be made available from the current

system and then we can get started on getting some of those extracts out together in advance

of the program starting. That would be helpful information for us to collect from you. Ideally,

it would be expressed in the new way, but if you only have the data in the existing schema,

we’ll start there, and we’ll take some of the responsibility of the mapping.

C.     The Resource Exchange (NV) - Uses Business Objects to run Waitlist reports.

C.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) - The existing file is a full extract and it would take a lot of

pulling through the data just to get the data you are looking for. It would be much better to

support the needs you have using the Tableau reporting interfaces in the new CCM system

much like you’re using the Business Objects interface today.

Q. Foothills Gateway (EB) – Will we be able to use the Tableau interface to create our own

reports?

A.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) - We’re working to get there. Right now, we‘re going to

have to do those report definitions ourselves and make them available to you. But, as soon as

we have made some data privacy system enhancements made, we will make those

administrative interfaces available to you.

Q. Foothills Gateway (EB) – Are you saying you will come up with a standard set of reports

for everyone, or are you saying each agency can tell you what they need.

A.    Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – Both. If you have specific extract requirements, we’ll look

to put together a report in place, under your agency's report page. You will be able to filter

and extract from the spreadsheets, but if it needs to be different in each case, we will work

through that.

C.    Foothills Gateway (EB) - If you gave us more than we needed we could certainly filter out

what we don’t need.
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C.    Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – We will be looking for a couple of super sets of data.

C.    Rocky Mountain Human Services (SS) - Does not use the existing data file extract but is

interested in using it going forward with the new CCM system.

C.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – To summarize so far, most teams need a small subset of

the existing data and we should focus on working with you to define a set of report extracts

that would be most useful to you, so you can run them when you need them, and load them

as you see fit to support the interfaces your systems maintain. This includes Developmental

Pathways who do a full data extract. We need to work with you to determine what it is you

are pulling from the Business Objects schema, what data you find most useful, what

frequency you’re extracting it at and work to define what would be suitable reports to meet

those business needs.

Q. The Department (AL) – Would any of our county partnerships like to share feedback or

thoughts?

A. Community Options (HT) – We run a lot of demographics type reports out of Business

Objects for grant writers and create a handful of specific reports such as mailing labels.

Reporting with specific data sets would be important.

A. Montrose County (JM) – This is all new to SEPs and have been trying to think about how

we might benefit from this kind of data pull. A lot of SEPs have their own internal way of

managing our data and keeping track of things like CSRs and quarterly and monitoring

contacts. If we can have data pulls from the new CCM system, they would have to be

absolutely reliable because every month when we do payment reconciliation, we find a lot of

mistakes which equates to a lot of dollars. I think we can benefit if the data is reliable and

appreciate the opportunity to have this conversation.

C.    Foothills Gateway (EB) – One of the things critical to our success in the transition to the

new CCM system is access to these reports as far ahead of time as possible. A couple months

or so of access would allow us to start integrating this into our processes so we’ll be ready to

make the switch. The fact you’re providing the schema to the data is fantastic and opening

up this communication line is very much appreciated.

C.     The Resource Exchange (NV) – We’re a SEP and a CCB and those Business Object reports

are very difficult for us to run and we rarely end up getting a report out of it which is why we

only use it for Waitlists. We do need specified reports to do reconciliation and demographic

information for CSRs. The data must be easily obtained. Anything that could help us would be

tremendous.

Q.     The Department (JS) – What sort of frequency are you looking for?

A.     The Resource Exchange (NV) – Daily, weekly, it really depends upon the report and when

we need to access it. To have both options would be amazing.
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A.     Rocky Mountain Human Services (SS) – We run mostly on spreadsheets so better access to

data is crucial. We’d love to eliminate a ton of spreadsheets and rely on data out of the new

CCM system. To do this we would need the data at least daily, or even more frequently. We

must synchronize our internal data with the data from the new CCM system. On Delta versus

full file, we’ve used Delta files before and synchronizing is an issue. Delta files may be

possible, perhaps weekly pull and daily incremental and we need to make sure we sync up at

least once a week. Also, request a full file periodically. Will work internally to highlight the

fields they need from the new CCM system and what might be of less value.

A.     Developmental Pathways (MS) – While we are only using 40% of the data file, we would

still prefer to continue downloading everything than getting a subset to make sure we don’t

miss anything and to see if we can start utilizing more data for our internal processes. Also, if

there is going to be a Delta upload, we would still need at least full data weekly, or monthly,

for reconciliation purposes. Data volumes are pretty small right now and everything is

processed within a couple of minutes, so we’d rather stay on the full extract unless data

volume increases significantly.

Q.     The Department (JS) – Is there anything in the file layout we shared, the group may

have questions about?

A.    Gainwell Technologies (RVF) -  We can take questions the group may have that are

schema specific. They did a good job putting the document together saying these are the tabs

that have changed and included repurposing or relabeling edits. We welcome your feedback if

you think there’s anything missing.

Q.     Developmental Pathways (MS) – In the mapping it seems like there’s a column called

source ID. Is this something which will allow us to map the legacy systems to the new CCM

system?

A.    Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – The new CCM system schema will have its own record ID

which is the record key to look up that particular record. This will not be the legacy system

record.

Q.     Developmental Pathways (MS) – Will there be any ability to map between the systems?

A.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – Let us take that away as a question.

Q.     The Resource Exchange (NV) – When looking at the member information, I don’t see a

place for preferred pronouns. Could this be added?

A.    Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – We will take this back as a follow on to make sure this is

gender preference, not the gender the person was born with.

Q.     The Department (AL) – Once we no longer have our legacy systems your internal systems

will be impacted substantially. Those of you in the process of procuring new vendors have said

you really need about six to nine months prior to go-live to be able to take this information

and work with these IT vendors. Is there additional information we aren’t talking about, any

non-scripted questions?
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A.     Rocky Mountain Human Services (SS) – We’re in the process of moving to a new system.

Will there be an API connectivity to the new system? Could we have data in an internal system

and via an API and ride it over to the new system, or maybe even vice versa?

A.     The Department (JS) – An API was not part of the requirements for go-live.

A.     Gainwell Technologies (BO & RVF) – We can take this back and see what options there

may be.

C.     Rocky Mountain Human Services (SS) – We’re working from a blank slate and this is not

something we absolutely need but we don’t want to duplicate any functionality that already

exists in the new system.

Q.     The Resource Exchange (NV) – We’re also in the process of moving EMRs, should we

move forward with this?

A.    The Department (JS) – This is not part of the requirements for go-live, but maybe

something the Department can take back as part of the Department’s larger data strategy

around bringing electronic interoperability across systems.

A.     The Department (AL) – The Department can begin conversations with The Resource

Exchange to understand your specific EMR needs.

Q.     Developmental Pathways (DR) – We are currently working to implement a new case

management and care coordination system and would it be possible through the Gainwell

connectivity to have a service account for the vendor to enable them to download data from

the State directly into their system which we would be using?

A.    Gainwell Technologies (RVF) - An API was not part of the requirements for go-live. We

intend to deliver the CMA file extract through secure FTP which would make the data

available to you in electronic format.

Q. Developmental Pathways (DR) – With the file download method, would it be possible for

Developmental Pathways to have two accounts to access it? One for our internal reporting and

one that our third-party vendor would use to download the data directly into the new system

we will be using.

A.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) - This will depend upon the extent to which the new system

knows you versus your sub-contractor. We will take this away and see the extent to which that

is represented in the schema which would enable the distinctions.

Q. The Department (AL) – You’re asking for the third-party vendor for the PASSR?

A. Developmental Pathways (DR) – No, this would be the vendor that is hosting our new

case management system. It’s a cloud-based system and we’ve talked about transferring all

our existing database and also building a daily import of the data we’re currently getting from

the DDDWeb download. Would it be possible to allow that vendor through a service account to
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contact the State’s database directly, not for direct access, but to do the daily download that

Developmental Pathways currently does. Rather than sharing our existing username and

password with them for the SFTP download, they would have their own account.

A. Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – Let us take this away and confirm. To clarify earlier

comments, Tableau is a general purpose, third party reporting platform, similar to COGNOS

and Business Objects that includes both scheduled and ad hoc reporting capabilities.

Q. The Resource Exchange (CHB) – We’re moving EMRs specific to our need to enhance and

streamline billing and we are also pretty blank slate as to what we may be able to do and how

we use the system and our hope is that it becomes the system we capture this information in

as opposed to the EMR. The problem is for those Medicaid services we can’t bill through this

system and how do we connect the two because it’s the same clients but there are certain

Medicaid services that this CCM system will not support that billing directly to Medicaid.

We’re looking to figure out how we make these interactions across systems work, to help

minimize duplicate entry and improve reliability of data.

A.     The Department (AL) – Let us take this one back. For those of you that have the HCA

program and some of the other programs. The HCA program will be in the CCM system but one

of our future ARPA projects is to look at some connectivity with CDHS.

C. The Resource Exchange (CHB) – Targeted Case Management is another one with a

separate stream for billing.

Q.     Rocky Mountain Human Services (SS) – We will also be using a cloud vendor and I would

echo Developmental Pathways' need for a third-party account. We also have an integration

with the Unicorn system and Unicorn has changed twice now and blown up our integration. If

we could have some notice if the file format was to change in the future and I was wondering

about Change Control so we could accommodate the new file format.

A.    Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – We appreciate and understand that Change Control is

important on an interface like this. There are still some design elements that are yet

unfinished in the current platform which we are working to finalize this month. If there are

impacts to the file formats specification that we shared, we will prepare an update at the end

of this month and we’ll call that the baseline.

Q.     The Department (TB) – Do we want to talk about next steps? Where do we go from here?

A.     Gainwell Technologies (RVF) – We’d like to be working with the agencies to understand

how you’re leveraging the reporting and what reports you need to extract on a regular basis,

the extent to which you can leverage the new schema. We can start looking at what kind of

common reports you have as a community and see if what can be shared and what can be

customized so that we can get those prepared in advance of the launch. It’s important all of

you are prepared and we really would like to hear from everyone that has this reporting

requirements need.

C.    The Department (TB) – This meeting has been recorded and a copy will be attached to

the meeting invite along with all other meeting documentation.
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C. The Department (JS) – The existing COGNOS reports and agency access are going to

continue and may provide helpful data points as you start to stabilize your operations against

what you are seeing in the new CCM system.

Action Items:

1. Developmental Pathways will provide information on the 40% of the data they use.

2. Gainwell Technologies will start working with each CMA to identify the following:

a. What information does each CMA pull from the Business Objects schema?

b. The extent to which CMAs can leverage the new schema

c. What data each CMA would find most useful?

d. What frequency each CMA is extracting data at?

e. To understand how CMAs are leveraging their reports

f. Define what would be suitable reports to meet CMA business needs

g. Which reports do CMAs need to extract on a regular basis?

h. What kind of common reports CMAs can use?

i. Which customized reports CMAs will need?

3. Rocky Mountain Human Services will highlight the fields they need from the new CCM

system and what might be of less value.

4. Gainwell Technologies to research and reply to the question from Developmental

Pathways, will there be any ability to map between the systems?

5. Gainwell Technologies to research and reply to the question from The Resource

Exchange about a place for preferred pronouns in the CCM system. Could this be

added?

6. Gainwell Technologies to research and reply to the questions from Rocky Mountain

Human Services:

a. Will there be an API connectivity to the new system?

b. Could we have data in an internal system and via an API and ride it over to the

new system, or maybe even vice versa?

7. The Department will begin conversations with The Resource Exchange to help

understand their specific EMR and other Medicaid billing needs.

8. Gainwell Technologies to research and reply to the question from Developmental

Pathways about if it is possible for them to have two accounts to access the data. One

for internal reporting and one their third-party vendor would use to download the data

directly.
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